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The Grängesberg Mining District (GMD) is located in the western part of the 
Bergslagen province in south central Sweden, and is the only known apatite-
iron oxide mineralization south of Norrbotten. The Grängesberg deposit is 
the largest of the mineralizations along GMD and consists of a line of 
steeply to moderately dipping 20-100 m wide lenses extending to a depth of 
1.7 km. It is hosted by felsic volcanic rocks that are phyllosilicate altered in 
the vicinity of the ore. Field relationships indicate that a competent granitoid 
was structurally emplaced on top of the ore during D2, and that the less 
competent phyllosilicate-rich host rocks accommodated large parts of the 
strain. These D2 structures described from the area around the ore bodies in 
Grängesberg include stretching lineation at the tapering edges of the lenses, 
asymmetric folds with opposite vergence along strike, sheath folds and 
possibly fold interference patterns. These structures are proposed to have 
formed in response to the competence contrast and the reverse movements 
on a large scale. The hypothesis is that the competence contrast between the 
competent ore and granitoid and the less competent host rocks could explain 
the formation and location of the key D2-structures in Grängesberg. 
To test the hypothesis, four analogue tectonic models were run in the 
centrifuge at the Hans Ramberg Tectonic Laboratory (HRTL), Uppsala 
University. The competent bodies were represented by an acrylic glass 
wedge with two lenses corresponding to the ore lenses, with an inclination of 
either 60° or 45° mimicking the approximate dip of the ore. Plasticine was 
used as the less competent host rocks. On the top surface, circles and squares 
were printed and used as strain markers. The models were run at c. 300-400 
G until penetrative deformation and shortening ranging from 32.5 to 39.2% 
was reached. During centrifuging, the wedge indented the plasticine, 
resembling the possible deformation during thrusting of the deep granitoid. 
The models were then cut to reveal the structures formed, and one model 
was digitalized using the software Move. 
After shortening, the strain markers had deformed to show a change in 
direction of strain around the lenses. Vertical sections perpendicular to the 
shortening direction showed that stretching lineation developed between the 
lenses. Horizontal sections revealed asymmetric non-cylindrical folds with 
opposite vergence along strike and fold interference patterns. These results 
show that the observed field relationships were reproducible with the model 
setup, and that the competence contrast between the ore bodies, the granitoid 
and the host rocks could be the controlling factor for localization of shear 
and sites of stretching in the area.
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Abstract

The Grängesberg Mining District (GMD) is located in the western part of the Bergslagen 

province in south central Sweden, and is the only known apatite-iron oxide mineralization 

south of Norrbotten. The Grängesberg deposit is the largest of the mineralizations along GMD 

and consists of a line of steeply to moderately dipping 20-100 m wide lenses extending to a 

depth of 1.7 km. It  is hosted by felsic volcanic rocks that are phyllosilicate altered in the 

vicinity  of the ore. Field relationships indicate that a competent granitoid was structurally 

emplaced on top of the ore during D2, and that the less competent phyllosilicate-rich host 

rocks accommodated large parts of the strain. These D2 structures described from the area 

around the ore bodies in Grängesberg include stretching lineation at the tapering edges of the 

lenses, asymmetric folds with opposite vergence along strike, sheath folds and possibly fold 

interference patterns. These structures are proposed to have formed in response to the 

competence contrast and the reverse movements on a large scale. The hypothesis is that the 

competence contrast between the competent ore and granitoid and the less competent host 

rocks could explain the formation and location of the key D2-structures in Grängesberg.

To test the hypothesis, four analogue tectonic models were run in the centrifuge at the Hans 

Ramberg Tectonic Laboratory (HRTL), Uppsala University. The competent bodies were 

represented by an acrylic glass wedge with two lenses corresponding to the ore lenses, with an 

inclination of either 60° or 45° mimicking the approximate dip of the ore. Plasticine was used 

as the less competent host rocks. On the top surface, circles and squares were printed and used 

as strain markers. The models were run at c. 300-400 G until penetrative deformation and 

shortening ranging from 32.5 to 39.2% was reached. During centrifuging, the wedge indented 

the plasticine, resembling the possible deformation during thrusting of the deep granitoid. The 

models were then cut  to reveal the structures formed, and one model was digitalized using the 

software Move.

After shortening, the strain markers had deformed to show a change in direction of strain 

around the lenses. Vertical sections perpendicular to the shortening direction showed that 

stretching lineation developed between the lenses. Horizontal sections revealed asymmetric 

non-cylindrical folds with opposite vergence along strike and fold interference patterns. These 

results show that the observed field relationships were reproducible with the model setup, and 

that the competence contrast between the ore bodies, the granitoid and the host  rocks could be 

the controlling factor for localization of shear and sites of stretching in the area.



Sammanfattning

Gruvstråket mellan Grängesberg och Idkerberget (Grängesberg Mining District, GMD) ligger 

i västra Bergslagen i södra Sverige. I detta distrikt förekommer de enda kända 

apatitjärnmalmmineraliseringarna söder om Norrbotten. Fyndigheten i Grängesberg utgörs av 

en linje av brant till måttligt stupande 20-100 m breda linser som sträcker sig till ett  djup av 

1.7 km. Värdbergarterna består av felsiska metavulkaniter som är fyllosilikatomvandlade 

närmast malmen. Fältrelationer indikerar att en kompetent granitoid rörde sig uppåt  och blev 

strukturellt placerad över malmen under D2, och att de mindre kompetenta fyllosilikatrika 

värdbergarterna tog upp stora delar av deformationen. De D2-strukturer som har beskrivits 

från området kring malmkropparna i Grängesberg innefattar sträckningslineation vid linsernas 

avsmalnande sidor, asymmetriska veck med motsatt vergens längs strykningsriktningen, 

tubveck samt möjligen veckinterferenser. Det har föreslagits att dessa strukturer bildades på 

grund av kompetenskontrasten och den storskaliga överskjutningen. Hypotesen är att 

kompetenskontrasten mellan den kompetenta malmen och granitoiden och de mindre 

kompetenta värdbergarterna kan förklara hur och var de dominerande D2-strukturerna 

bildades i Grängesberg.

För att  testa hypotesen gjordes fyra analoga centrifugmodeller i Hans Rambergs Tektoniska 

Laboratorium (HRTL) vid Uppsala universitet. De kompetenta kropparna representerades av 

en kil i plexiglas med två linser som motsvarar malmlinserna, med en lutning på antingen 60° 

eller 45° för att imitera malmens ungefärliga stupning. Plastilina användes för den mindre 

kompetenta värdbergarten. På ytan trycktes cirklar och kvadrater och användes som 

deformationsmarkörer. Modellerna kördes på ungefär 300-400 G tills deformationen var 

penetrativ och de hade förkortats mellan 32.5 och 39.2%. Under centrifugeringen trycktes 

kilen in i plastilinan, som avspeglar det möjliga deformationsförloppet då granitoiden sköts 

upp över malmen. För att exponera de strukturer som bildats snittades modellerna, och en 

modell digitaliserades med mjukvaran Move.

Efter förkortningen hade deformationsmarkörerna deformerats och uppvisade en omvänd 

deformationsriktning runt linserna. Vertikala snitt  vinkelrätt mot förkortningen visade en 

sträckningslineation mellan linserna. I horisontella snitt framkom att asymmetriska, icke-

cylindriska veck med motsatt vergens samt veckinterferens bildats. Dessa resultat visar att 

relationerna som har observerats i fält  kunde återskapas, och att kompetenskontrasten mellan 

malmkropparna, granitoiden och värdbergarterna kan kontrollera var skjuvning och 

sträckning lokaliserats i området.



1 Introduction

The Grängesberg apatite-iron oxide ore is the largest deposit in the Grängesberg Mining 

District (GMD), located in the western part of the Bergslagen Province, which is one of the 

most important mining areas in Sweden. The Bergslagen province is characterized by  its 

numerous mineral deposits, counting more than 6500 and being a contributing factor in the 

increasing wealth of Sweden until the 19th century (Stephens et al. 2009). The GMD consists 

of different types of iron-oxide ores, and the mines in Grängesberg (Fig. 1) have produced 

about 150 Mt iron ore between the 16th century and 1989 (Stephens et al. 2009). At the time 

of closing, the largest ore at the Export field was mined down to the 650 m level (Hallberg et 

al. 2012). The total production of iron ore in the Bergslagen province between the 16th century 

and 1989 was c. 420 Mt (Stephens et al. 2009). This illustrates well that the GMD in general 

and the mines in Grängesberg in particular have had a large economic impact both locally  and 

to Sweden as a whole. The closing of the Grängesberg mine was due to the decline in metal 

prices, but with increasing metal prices a renewed interest for the Grängesberg mine was 

gained again in 2007 (GIAB 1, internet ref.). Grängesberg Iron AB were granted a mining 

concession in May 2013, and the mine is targeted to be re-opened in 2016 (GIAB 2, internet 

ref.).
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Figure 1. The head frame at the Export field in Grängesberg. Photography by Karin Högdahl.



Apart from the economic value of the mining industry, many socioeconomic important 

movements have grown around prosperous mining areas in Sweden. Among these, 

movements of labour, union, sobriety, Free Church, and sports can be mentioned (Haraldsson 

2011). The meaning and origin of the name Bergslagen has by some been interpreted as a 

variation of the Swedish word for work team. The oldest evidence of the word Bergslag 

meaning "working community  on the mountain" is from the 16th century. Older sources, from 

medieval times, refer to the so called bergsprivilegierna which are the rules and regulations 

concerning ownership structure and traders license in the mining industry  (Nyquist 2011). 

Back in the 16th century there was no method to separate the phosphorus in the apatite iron-

oxides from the iron, which made the iron kallbräckt, i.e. brittle (Nisser 2011). Due to this, 

there were times when mining in the area was forbidden by the government (STF 1949). It 

took until 1879 when more modern methods for smelting were developed before the ore could 

be mined on a larger scale. Using the Thomas process, also called basic Bessemer, the 

material was treated with a base such as quicklime to reduce the phosphorus content, making 

the iron from Grängesberg, Kiruna and Malmberget  one of Sweden’s most important export 

commodities in the 20th century (Nisser 2011). With Sweden being the largest  iron producer in 

Europe (U.S. Geological Survey 2011) and the deposit in Grängesberg not  only being the 

largest iron ore deposit in the Bergslagen province, but also third largest in Sweden by 

production (Hallberg et al. 2012), knowledge on the geometry and structural evolution of this 

deposit is of both scientific interest and of importance for the industry.

The aim of this study is to use analogue modelling to identify the main ductile deformation 

processes that have affected the rocks in Grängesberg. Field relationships indicate that a 

coarse-grained granitoid was structurally  emplaced on top  of the less competent host rocks 

and the ore, which acted as an indenter, and that this convergence was the driving force for 

the observed structures (Nilsson et  al. 2012). The hypothesis to be tested is whether the 

competence contrast between the competent rocks, the ore and the granitoid, and the less 

competent phyllosilicate-rich host rocks could explain the formation and location of the key 

D2-structures in Grängesberg, i.e. opposite verging asymmetric folds and stretching lineation.
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2 Background

2.1 Geological setting

Grängesberg is located in the western part  of the intensely mineralized 82 500 km2 

Bergslagen province (Fig. 2), which is situated in the SW part of the Svecofennian orogen of 

the Fennoscandian shield (Stephens et al. 2009). The Fennoscandian shield includes large 

parts of Sweden, Finland, Norway and NW Russia. The oldest rocks in the shield are 3.5 Ga 

(Mutanen & Huhta 2003), and have been reworked through major orogenies during the 

Archaean and Palaeoproterozoic (Weihed et al. 2005). The 1.9-1.8 Ga Svecofennian orogen is 

bordered to the NE by the Archaean Karelian craton and to the SW by the Neoproterozoic 

Sveconorwegian orogen. To the SE it  is covered by  Phanerozoic platform sedimentary  rocks, 

and to the W and NW it borders to the Caledonian orogen (Stephens et  al. 2009). The 

Bergslagen province formed on an old continental crust in an extensional regime, at an intra-

continental or continental margin back arc setting (Allen et al. 1996), and is delimited in the N 

and S by  major deformation belts (Högdahl et al. 2009; Stephens et al. 2009). At the current 

level of erosion, the Bergslagen province is dominated by intrusive and meta-intrusive rocks, 

felsic metavolcanic rocks and subordinate metasedimentary rocks (Stephens et al. 2009).

Most of the mineralizations in the Bergslagen province are hosted by a 1.91-1.89 Ga (Allen et 

al. 1996) bimodal metavolcano-sedimentary succession that has been suggested to be 8-10 km 

thick (Allen et al. 1996; Beunk & Kuipers 2012). This succession has been referred to as 1) 

the Leptite Formation (Magnusson 1936, in Beunk & Kuipers 2012), 2) the Bergslagen 

Supracrustal Series (Oen et al. 1982) and 3) the Bergslagen Group (Beunk & Kuipers 2012). 

The lowermost part  of the stratigraphy, i.e. the underlying metasedimentary rocks and the 

lower part of the metavolcanic succession, is exposed in the eastern part of the province, and 

the upper parts of the volcano-sedimentary succession are exposed in the west (Allen et al. 

1996). The metasedimentary rocks in the lowest part of the stratigraphy  are dominated by 

turbiditic greywacke, originally  deposited in deep waters. At 1.9 Ga the sedimentation was 

interrupted by  extension and an intense and explosive volcanism which reduced the water 

depths, leading to deposition of the volcanic rocks in alternating subaerial and marine 

environments (Allen et  al. 1996). This intense volcanism produced voluminous successions of 

volcanic sandstone and breccia that are occasionally intercalated with 
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sandy and conglomerate layers, skarn (calc-silicate rock) and marbles (Stephens et al. 2009). 

Most of the sulphide and iron oxide deposits, except for the apatite-iron oxide-ores, are found 

in the upper part of the volcanic succession that was deposited in subaqueous environments 

during the waning volcanic stages (Allen et al. 1996). The youngest rocks in the stratigraphy 

are sedimentary rocks (e.g. argillite, sandy-muddy  turbidite, quartzite and conglomerate) 

deposited in deep waters when thermal subsidence prevailed. The supracrustal succession has 
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Figure 2. A simplified geological map of the Bergslagen province, with the urban area of 
Grängesberg in bold.  Approximate location of the GMD (Grängesberg Mining District),  comprising 

the Grängesberg, Blötberg, Fredmundsberg,  Lekomberg and Idkerberg ore fields, is encircled. 
Modified from Stephens et al. (2009).



been intruded by felsic subvolcanic rocks and granitoids, and mafic dykes and sills 

penecontemporaneously with deposition of the youngest sediments (Stephens et al. 2009).

Grängesberg lies in the central low-grade metamorphic domain defined by Stephens et al. 

(2009), and is characterized by low pressure greenschist to amphibolite grade with peak 

metamorphism at 1.85-1.80 Ga (Stephens et al. 2009). The western part is overprinted by 

Svekonorwegian (1.0-0.9 Ga) syn-deformational metamorphism (Stephens et al. 2009).

Based on the style and orientation of ductile strain, the Bergslagen province is divided into 

four domains: the western, northern, central, and southern structural domains. The western 

structural domain, where Grängesberg is situated, is thought to be part of the frontal, most 

eastern parts of the Sveconorwegian orogeny  (Stephens et al. 2009). In general, the structural 

evolution includes at least two fold phases. The earliest  phase is related to an E-W 

convergence that  turned the supracrustal layers into an upright position, i.e. with a shallow 

fold axis and steep axial plane (Stålhös 1981). At a later stage the convergence direction 

changed to c. N-S, producing folds with a steep axis and axial planes. Continued convergence 

localized strain to shear zones along deformation belts (Stephens et al. 2009). Strike-slip shear 

and dextral displacement along WNW-ESE striking structures is, together with a mineral 

stretching lineation with varying inclination, characteristic of the Bergslagen province (Beunk 

& Kuipers 2012).

2.2 Apatite iron-oxide ores

Only a few of the deposits in the Bergslagen province are apatite-iron oxide mineralizations 

and they all occur in GMD (Fig. 2, Ripa & Kübler 2003). The largest deposits in GMD are the 

Grängesberg, Blötberg, Fredmundsberg, Lekomberg and Idkerberg ore fields (Stephens et al. 

2009). An old division, based on ownership, divides the deposits in Grängesberg in five parts: 

the Grängesberg field, the Strandberg field, the Risberg field, the eastern and western 

Ormberg field, and the Lomberg field (Ripa & Kübler 2003). The main deposit in 

Grängesberg, the Export field, is comprised by the Grängesberg field and the richer parts of 

the Risberg field (outlined by the solid white line in Fig. 3) (Hallberg & Jonsson 2006).
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Except for Idkerberget, the apatite-iron oxide ore fields are all found along a NNE trending 

belt coinciding with a positive gravimetrical anomaly. This trend is also generally coinciding 

with the axial surface of the amphibolite-grade F1 folds, suggesting a synmetamorphic 

structural control on the ore (Ripa & Kübler 2003).

The apatite-iron oxide deposits in GMD have been classified as a Kiruna-type mineralization 

(Jonsson et al. 2010). These deposits show a large variability in host rock composition, 

phosphorous content, alteration and associated mineral phases, and are often grouped together 

with, and considered to be a subgroup of, Iron Oxide Copper Gold (IOCG) deposits. IOCG is 

a loosely defined type of mineralization with three other subgroups of variably  character, 

namely stratiform Cu±Zn deposits, skarn-rich iron deposits, and epigenetic and porphyry  style 

Cu±Au and Au deposits (Weihed et al. 2005). The processes forming the Kiruna-type apatite 

iron-oxide deposits have long been debated, and the two main hypothesis on formation are by 
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Figure 3. Geology of the Grängesberg area. The solid white line 
outlines the Export field open pit.  Modified by K. Högdahl and K.P. 

Nilsson,  from Högdahl et al. (2013), based on recent fieldwork and 
Geijer and Magnusson (1944).



direct magmatic (e.g. Geijer 1931; Nyström et al. 2008) or hydrothermal (e.g. Paràk 1975; 

Sillitoe & Burrows 2002) processes. For the deposit in Grängesberg the most recent 

publication suggests a dominantly magmatic origin with a minor hydrothermal overprint 

(Jonsson et al. 2013).

The Grängesberg apatite iron-oxide ore contains between 40 and 63% iron (Stephens et al. 

2009), mainly hosted by magnetite (80%) and a minor component by  hematite (20%) 

(Hallberg et al. 2012). The major ore body is stratiform, meaning that it lies parallel to the 

internal contacts to the host rocks, which, in turn, lies sub-parallel to the main tectonic trend 

in the region (Jonsson et al. 2013). The ore bodies appear along a 1 km long narrow zone as a 

number of NE trending, semi-coherent  elongated log-shaped lenses that are 20-100 m wide 

(Högdahl et  al. 2013), and have a moderate to steep (50-80°) easterly dip  (Hallberg et al. 

2012; K. Högdahl pers. comm. 2013). Magnetic anomaly measurements indicate that the ore 

bodies reach down to at least 1700 m (Nilsson et al. 2012).

2.3 Geology of the Grängesberg area

In the early  20th century, several studies were conducted on the Grängesberg apatite-iron 

oxide ores   describing the local geology, morphology  and the textures of the ore (Johansson 

1910; Magnusson 1938, 1970; Geijer 1931, 1967; Looström 1939; Geijer & Magnusson 

1944). The research effort declined between 1970 and 2010, but since this time different 

aspects on the Grängesberg deposit and adjacent mineralizations along the GMD have been 

studied. Jonsson et al. (2010, 2011, 2013), Jiao (2011), Jiao et  al. (2012), Weis (2012, 2013), 

and Sahlström (2012) focuses on the processes of ore formation, Majka et al. (2013) describe 

the REE distribution in apatite and accessory  phases, while Nilsson et al. (2012) and Högdahl 

et al. (2010, 2013) interpret the structural evolution of the area.

 

The dominating rocks in the Grängesberg area are different types of metavolcanic rocks, and 

the host rocks to the mineralization have andesitic to dacitic composition (Jonsson et al. 

2013). At the contact to the ore the host rocks have become severely phyllosilicate altered. 

These alteration zones, called sköl, are also found within the ore (Högdahl et al. 2013). The 

ore minerals are mainly accompanied by apatite, other phosphates, quartz, phyllosilicates, 

amphiboles and epidote (Geijer & Magnusson 1944). Apart from iron oxides, the Grängesberg 
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deposit contains other potentially  economically interesting minerals such as REE-bearing 

phosphates and silicates (Jonsson et al. 2010). A massive metamorphosed feldspar porphyric 

dacite with co-magmatic dolerite dykes and sills occur to the west, in the foot-wall of the 

mineralization, in addition to a small leucogranite (Fig. 3, Högdahl et al. 2013). The ore has 

been intruded by felsic and mafic dykes and sills (Geijer & Magnusson 1944) that are related 

to the porphyric dacite (Nilsson et al. 2013). A larger coarse-grained, 1.89 Ga, gneissic 

granitoid (Högdahl et al. 2013) is located in the hanging-wall and this rock is interpreted to be 

thrusted on top of the ore (Nilsson et al. 2012). North of Grängesberg apatite-iron ore 

xenoliths are present  in this gneiss, showing that it post-dates the ores (Geijer & Magnusson 

1944). Close to the altered zone there are different  types of volcanic breccias, of which one 

has a magnetite dominated matrix with clasts of fine-grained pink metavolcanic rocks and is 

referred to as a magnetite breccia (Högdahl et al. 2013).

2.4 Structural evolution of the Grängesberg area

Three ductile deformation episodes, D1b to D3, have been described from the Grängesberg 

area (Högdahl et al. 2013). D1a, related to early synmagmatic extension (Allen et al. 1996), 

has not been identified in the area (Högdahl et al. 2013). D1b is present as crenulated cleavage 

with a steep  to moderate easterly dip. F1 folds are not found in Grängesberg but identified in 

overlying metasedimentary rocks to the east of the GMD (Högdahl et  al. 2013). In the vicinity 

of the ore, D1b-D2 are expressed as well developed foliations, with a small angle between S0, 

S1 and S2, resulting in intersection lineation (Nilsson et al. 2012) that plunges 50-70° to SE 

(Geijer & Magnusson 1944). A stretching lineation is locally defined by elongated clasts in 

the magnetite breccia (Högdahl et  al. 2013). Tight and asymmetric, occasionally domical, F2 

folds, showing opposite vergence along strike, have been observed in less competent 

phyllosilicate altered rocks in the foot wall to the ore at  the boundaries of competent bodies 

(Fig. 4, Nilsson et al. 2012). During D2 the coarse-grained gneissic granitoid in the hanging 

wall was structurally emplaced on top of the mineralization, expressed by kinematic 

indicators showing oblique sinistral dip-slip  shear with a top-to-the-NW vertical component 

(Fig. 4, Nilsson et al. 2012; Högdahl et al. 2013). The ore bodies, the small leucogranite and 

the porphyritic dacite acted as competent  bodies and became lens-shaped. During the reverse 

movement the ore acted as a ramp for the granitoid, controlling the localization of the thrust 

zone. The stretching lineation, which is focused at the tapering edges of the competent lenses, 
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and asymmetric folds show the importance of the competence contrast in localization of sites 

of both shear and stretching, which is attributed to D2 (Fig. 4, Högdahl et al. 2013). D3 

generated open folds and is most apparent as an undulating NE trending pattern on magnetic 

anomaly maps. This later deformation event had minor structural impact on the ore deposit 

(Nilsson et al. 2012). On a local scale, the open apparent F3 folds could possibly be a 

structural feature that is related to the lens tectonics during D2 (Högdahl et al. 2013).

Figure 4. Tectonic model of the possible deformation scenario during D2, looking down dip from NW. The 

model shows the ore lenses, folds with opposite vergence along strike,  and stretching lineation. Arrows show 
movement and stretching directions. From Högdahl et al. (2013).

2.5 History and principles of analogue modelling

Analogue modelling has long been used to investigate rock behaviour during deformation. 

One of the advantages is that analogue materials can mimic geological deformation at various 

time scales. In 1812, Sir James Hall conducted the first documented analogue tectonic 

modelling. He confined layers of fabric between two beams, placed a door horizontally  on top 

of the beams, and deformed the fabric layers by  striking a mallet against one of the beams. In 

1931, Bucky was the first to try  and spin a model in a centrifuge, thus scaling gravity. 

Depending on the performance capacity of the centrifuge, the applied centrifugal forces can 

be several thousand times larger than gravitational forces. Therefore materials with higher 

strength than those used in 1G-models can be employed, for example modelling clay and 

silicone putty instead of wax and heavy oil (Koyi 1997).
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Scaling is an important concept in modelling. By  scaling a model properly comparisons with 

natural examples can be made. In the 1930´s, Hubbert (Hubbert 1937, in Koyi 1997) 

explained the three aspects of similarity, hence establishing the basis for scaled modelling. 

The three aspects are geometric similarity, kinematic similarity and dynamic similarity. With 

geometric similarity, two bodies can be compared provided that their length- and angle ratios 

are constant. For kinematic similarity  to be valid the time-ratio between two bodies that 

undergo similar changes in shape and/or position must be constant. For dynamic similarity, 

the ratio between the forces acting upon corresponding particles in the two bodies must be 

constant (Hubbert 1937, in Koyi 1997). In the present study, no proper scaling was done as 

only a contrasting competence was applied when modelling the D2 structures in Grängesberg, 

not the exact relationships (Ramberg 1955).

In centrifuge modelling a variety of materials can be used in order to model different 

structural features such as brittle or ductile behaviour (e.g. Koyi & Skelton 2001) or the 

rotation of rigid particles in viscous matrixes (Ceriani et al. 2003). In analogue modelling 

laboratories both single as well as mixed materials are used. Examples of single materials are 

plasticine (e.g. Ghosh 1974; Harris et al. 2002), polydimethyl-siloxane (PDMS) (e.g. 

Passchier & Sokoutis 1993; Ceriani et al. 2003), damp sand (Mulugeta 1988) and liquid soap 

(Ceriani et  al. 2003). Examples of mixtures are plasticine, sugar powder and barite (Koyi & 

Skelton 2001), silicone, plasticine, acid oil and barite (Koyi & Skelton 2001), plasticine of 

different colours together with bouncing putty  (Sokoutis 1987), and bouncing putty mixed 

with iron oxide (Harris et al. 2002). The use of cheese (Ramberg 1955) and melted chocolate 

(Druguet & Carreras 2006) are perhaps more unexpected, but considering that material 

properties are the central factor, there are really no wrong materials.

In the present study, Pilens Plastilina, a plasticine produced in Sweden by AB Fabriken Pilen, 

was used. Plasticine is plastic, and will thus remain in the shape it is formed into. If extended, 

it will neck before it breaks, and if dropped onto a hard surface it will deform permanently 

(Price & Cosgrove 1990). Among the advantages in using plasticine are that it is non-toxic, 

easily cut and trimmed, and can be rolled out to very  thin layers. Multicolour layering gives 

more or less passive markers and can easily be obtained as the layers stick well together 

(Zulauf & Zulauf 2004).
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McClay  (1976) examined different types of plasticine and discussed their behaviour in 

analogue modelling. Plasticine has a secret recipe, due to patent restrictions (McClay 1976), 

but according to the manufacturer the plasticine used consists of powdered clay, waxes, oils 

and colour pigment (Fabriken Pilen, Internet ref.). An examination of the mineral filler in one 

type of plasticine revealed that it consisted of calcite-dolomite grains with a pronounced 

cleavage that could lead to a grain fabric during deformation, which in turn could affect the 

structural behaviour of plasticine during deformation (McClay  1976). A later study showed 

that some plasticine behave differently in equivalent experimental setups (Zulauf & Zulauf 

2004). The plasticine types examined consisted of an organic matrix of wax, Vaseline, oil and 

lubrication solvent, with various types of fillers such as potato starch, calcite, barite and 

kaolinite. The different fillers strongly  affected the behaviour of for example strain softening 

and hardening (Zulauf & Zulauf 2004) due to grain reorientation that caused a non-linear 

rheology  of plasticine. This reorientation can be inhibited by  decreasing the filler-matrix ratio 

by adding oil to the plasticine (Schöpfer & Zulauf 2002). Various types of pigments are used 

to colour the plasticine, and different pigments influences elasticity  and plasticity properties 

of the material, even in plasticine from the same supplier. This implies that different colours 

of plasticine can be regarded as different types of plasticine that respond differently to 

deformation (Sofuoglu & Rasty 2000). It has been emphasized that the differences in physical 

properties between different suppliers or batches of plasticine could influence the results more 

than the model setup and modelling precision (Dixon & Summers 1985).

2.5.1 Strain markers

In analogue experiments, passive markers of known original size or shape can be placed on 

the model surface and used as an indication of the change in strain after deformation. Strain is 

determined by  measuring the amount of shortening and/or elongation of the strain markers 

after deformation. In nature, the absolute strain is rarely known, or the components in 

heterogeneous rocks like polymict conglomerates exhibits different mechanical behaviour. 

This implies that strain determination is difficult, if not impossible. Conversely, when the 

initial geometry is known and the parameters are determined, as for example in analogue 

experiments, the strain can be measured exactly (Price & Cosgrove 1990).
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Strain is equal to distortion, which is the magnitude of a displacement gradient of displaced 

particles. Displacement in nature generally involves all four types of displacement: rigid body 

translation, rigid body rotation, distortion, and volume change, of which one is normally 

dominant. Homogeneous strain is obtained when strain is constant throughout a body. If a 

displacement-gradient is present, which is generally the case in natural examples, the strain is 

heterogeneous. Heterogeneous strain is more complex by  nature, but can conveniently  be 

divided into smaller, homogeneous parts. During homogeneous strain in two dimensions, 

straight lines remain straight, parallel lines remain parallel and circles deform into ellipses, 

which is referred to as the strain ellipse. The length of straight lines generally changes, 

indicating the amount of elongation in a specific direction, and the angle change between two 

initially perpendicular lines provides an indication of the amount of shear deformation in that 

direction (Price & Cosgrove 1990).

2.6 Structural features in the Grängesberg area

The principal structures found in the Grängesberg area are lens-shaped competent bodies, 

asymmetric folds, stretching and intersection lineations, sheath folds (domical folds) and 

possibly fold interference patterns.

2.6.1 Boudinage and tectonic lenses

The term boudinage, Belgian French word for sausage, was first used by Lohest in the early 

1900´s, referring to the sausage-like features in deformed rocks (Lohest 1909, in Ramberg 

1955). Boudinage is common in a wide range of pressures and temperatures, and can occur on 

microscopic to lithospheric scales (Marques et al 2012). Boudins form by extension of a 

competent layer enclosed by  a less competent layer (Urai et al. 2001). A brittle boudin layer 

forms rectangular bodies with more or less sharp corners, while a plastic layer necks down, 

forming lenticular or barrel-shaped boudins (Ramberg 1955). In three dimensions the boudins 

are separated by linear features called boudin necks (van der Pluijm & Marshak 2004). After 

the boudins have separated the space between the boudins can be filled by either flow of the 

incompetent matrix, by  precipited new minerals, or a combination of both (Ramberg 1955; 

Marques et al 2012).
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The term boudinage is genetic (Urai et al. 2001), implying that a feature with a boudin shape 

formed by an unknown process is termed lens or lozenge (Ponce et al. 2013). These terms 

describe an elongated mass of rock surrounded by fractures or anastomosing shear zones 

(Ponce et al. 2013; Carreras et al. 2010). The apatite-iron oxide deposit  in Grängesberg has an 

irregular lens shape in 2D (Fig. 3) and is stock-like in 3D (Fig. 4), and since the process of 

formation of these bodies is unknown, they are referred to here as lenses.

Ramberg (1955) investigated boudinage by analogue modelling using a variety  of materials 

like clay, plasticine and cheese as the competent layer and silicone putty as the incompetent 

matrix. The clay and plasticine necked before rupture while the cheese broke in a more brittle 

manner. Modelling by Marques et al. (2012) concentrated on the aspect ratio of boudins, 

varying the layer thickness and rate of compression, using clay and soft paper as the 

competent boudin layers and PDMS as the viscous matrix.

2.6.2 Folds

Folds are classified as cylindrical or non-

cylindrical, where cylindrical folds have 

parallel fold axes and non-cylindrical folds 

have either converging fold axes or curved 

hinge lines. An example of a highly non-

cylindrical fold is a sheath fold (Fig. 5). 

Sheath folds form either by non-passive sheath 

folding, in multilayers with contrasting 

rheologies, or by  passive sheath folding, 

where initial deflections become amplified 

(Marques et al. 2008). In the field, sheath 

folds are often exposed as a circular or eye-

shape pattern, which is a section through the 

nose of the fold. The nose of the folds points 

in the movement direction. Sheath folds form 

in many different  types of materials and 

deformation regimes (Alsop & Carreras 

2007), often occur in high-grade rocks (Price 
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Figure 5.  Part of a domical fold in the Grängesberg 
area, viewed from the side. Green shaded area is S0. 

Photography by Karin Högdahl.



& Cosgrove 1990) and in shear zones, where they can be important  shear sense indicators 

(Hudleston & Treagus 2010).

Analogue modelling of sheath folds by simple shear deformation has been conducted by e.g. 

Cobbold and Quinquis (1980), Marques et al. (2008), and Reber et al. (2013). Cobbold and 

Quinquis (1980) built models of Newtonian materials, using differently coloured layers of 

silicone putty  or silicone putty enveloping a single layer of a mixture of putty  and plasticine, 

to investigate passive folding in shear regimes. Marques et al. (2008) studied the formation of 

non-passive sheath folding in multilayers with contrasting viscosities using PDMS, putty and 

plasticine in different mixtures. Reber et al. (2013) investigated the influence of mechanical 

layering of active folding due to viscosity contrast and layer thickness.

The importance of minor 

structures, i.e. the way they 

r e f l e c t l a r g e r s c a l e 

structures, was recognized 

early (Pumpelly  et al. 1894, 

in Price & Cosgrove 1990). 

Minor folds (Fig. 6), also 

c a l l e d s m a l l s c a l e o r 

parasitic folds (Treagus & 

Fletcher 2009), obey the so 

called Pumpelly's rule, since 

the axes and axial planes of 

minor and major folds are 

parallel (Price & Cosgrove 1990). Vergence is a direction that relates to the asymmetry  of 

folds, and the term was introduced by Stille in the early  1900´s (Stille 1924, in Bell 1981). 

Minor folds that are associated with major fold structures usually show a clear pattern of 

asymmetry or vergence (Bell 1981). Viewed down-plunge, the geometry  of minor folds show 

a reverse in asymmetry across strike of the axial plane on a larger scale, going from z through 

m to s. These relations are used to define the axial trace of major folds (Alsop & Holdsworth 

1999). However, fold geometry and orientation can be a function of variables other than the 

sense of shear, like the rheology  and initial orientation of the folded surface, and folds in 
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Figure 6. Asymmetric fold in the Grängesberg area, enhanced by yellow 
line. Viewed up-plunge, i.e. a z-fold. The photograph is approximately 4 

m wide. Photography by Karin Högdahl.



shear zones can be affected by shearing for example by  overprinting of earlier folds, and it 

has therefore been argued that the asymmetry of folds cannot always be used as a kinematic 

indicator (Carreras et al. 2005).

Analogue models of minor folds using a gelatine mixture and rubber strips show how 

competence contrast influence fold wave length (Currie et  al. 1962), and the influence of layer 

thickness and viscosity ratio (Treagus & Fletcher 2009).

Folds interfering with each other causes fold 

interference patterns (Fig. 7) and are 

indicative of a change in deformation regime 

over time (van der Pluijm & Marshak 2004). 

Fold interference patterns were first  analyzed 

by Ramsay (1962), where the complex 

geometry of interfering, or superposed, folds 

was examined (Ramsay 1962). The geometry 

of folds interfering with each other depends 

on their relative orientation, which is often 

defined by the angle between the pole of the 

axial plane of the first fold, and the normal to 

the hinge of the second fold measured in the 

axial plane of the second fold (Price & 

Cosgrove 1990). There are four main types 

of fold interference patterns (Type 0-3). 

Folds with parallel hinge lines and axial 

surfaces yields a Type 0 interference pattern 

that is more or less impossible to recognize, 

as it  is only  expressed by a tightened fold. The final product has a straight first fold hinge line 

and a planar first fold axial plane, i.e. F1 is essentially  tightened by F2 (Thiessen & Means 

1980). Dome-and-basin fold interference (Type 1), resembling an egg carton (e.g. van der 

Pluijm & Marshak 2004), is formed when both the axial surface and hinge line of the two fold 

phases are perpendicular to each other, which results in a folded first fold hinge line and a 

planar first fold axial surface (Thiessen & Means 1980). In mushroom type or arrowhead fold 
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Figure 7.  Possible close to fish-hook (Type 3) fold 
interference pattern in the Grängesberg area. Arrows 

indicate hinge lines of the two fold generations. 
Photography by Karin Högdahl.



interference (Type 2) (e.g. van der Pluijm & Marshak 2004) both the first  fold hinge line and 

the first fold axial plane are folded (Thiessen & Means 1980). Refolded folds (e.g. van der 

Pluijm & Marshak 2004), sometimes called fish-hook (Type 3), have a straight first fold hinge 

line and a folded first fold axial plane (Thiessen & Means 1980).

The first analogue modelling on fold interference was conducted by  Reynolds and Holmes 

(1954) who investigated mushroom type folds (Type 2) by deforming layers of plasticine. 

Later, Grujić (1993) deformed paraffin wax in a shear rig, coming to the conclusion that the 

geometry of the first fold phase is of larger importance than the kinematics of the second fold 

phase when determining if the resulting folds are to be of dome-and-basin (Type 1) or 

mushroom (Type 2) type. Opening and closing of interfering folds was modelled by Sengupta 

et al. (2005) who folded layers of competent modelling clay  embedded in a matrix made of 

painters putty.

2.6.3 Lineation

A lineation is a feature with 

one dimension being much 

longer than the others, in 

other words a structure that 

can be represented by  a 

line (e.g. van der Pluijm & 

Marshak 2004). There are 

d i f f e r e n t t y p e s o f 

lineations, divided in major 

types based on the i r 

formation. These include 

mineral stretching lineation, 

pencil cleavage, crenulation 

lineation, bedding or cleavage intersection, minor fold axes and boudin axes. Stretching 

lineation (Fig. 8) is defined by elongate mineral grains or clasts and can lie either parallel or at 

a high angle to the fold axis. Pencil cleavage is pencil-like slivers formed when a strong 

bedding plane is folded and cut by slaty cleavage (McClay 1987).
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Figure 8.  Stretching lineation in the Grängesberg area (L>>S-tectonite), 
indicated by arrow. Photography by Karin Högdahl.



Three-dimensional strain can be divided into two end members, represented by  prolate 

(constrictional) and oblate (flattening) strain ellipsoids. A pure prolate strain field will give 

rise to a linear fabric (L) and a pure oblate strain field will give rise to a planar fabric (S). 

Rocks with a tectonically  induced fabric are called tectonites, implying that rocks with L or S 

features are called L- or S-tectonites, and rocks with both planar and linear features are called 

L-S-tectonites (Flinn 1965).

Analogue models of stretching lineation have been carried out by e.g. Czeck and Hudleston 

(2004), who created non-scaled models of localized non-vertical extrusion in a transpression 

zone by deforming PDMS lying on a rubber sheet in a transpression apparatus.
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3 Methodology

3.1 Materials and preparations

Analogue modelling in this study was conducted at the Hans Ramberg Tectonic Laboratory 

(HRTL) at the Department of Earth Sciences, Uppsala University, using a centrifuge with a 

maximum capacity of 10 kg at 4000 G that  can take 19 x 19 cm or round models (Fig. 9, 

Ramberg 1981). This large centrifuge is equipped with a cooling system and thermostat to 

keep the temperature constant during centrifuging.

Figure 9. Cross section of the large centrifuge at the HRTL, with a model from this study in place. The radius of 

the centrifuge is 50 cm. Modified from Harris and Koyi (2003), who modified it from Ramberg (1981).

An acrylic glass model placed in an acrylic glass box was used to represent the ore lenses and 

the thrusted granitoid (Figs. 10a, b). The face with the lenses is inclined 60° to the top face for 

three of the models (the Test model, Model 1 and Model 3), and 45° for one of the models 

(Model 2) (Table 1). The top of the 60° triangular indenting wedge (to the left in Fig. 10a) is 

53 mm long and 60 mm wide, and the back side is 80 mm high. One of the edges of the 

wedge is cut off and placed towards the bottom of the model. The two half-lenses are each 92 

mm long, 5 mm deep, and have a spacing of 4 mm between each other and the sides. The top 

of the 45° triangular indenting wedge (to the right in Fig. 10a) is 90 mm long, and on its 

bottom a heavy metal plate is inserted to stop the wedge from rising during centrifuging. The 

lenses have the same dimensions as the ones on the 60° wedge, except they are 113 mm long. 
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A grooved hanging device was attached on top of the wedges (bottom of Fig. 10a). The box is 

190 mm long, 92 mm deep and 74 mm wide. The spacing between the box and the bottom of 

the wedge is 12 mm, and the spacing between the box and the sides of the wedge is 7 mm. 

Another wedge was placed behind the indenters. It is 10 mm wide at the top, 30 mm wide at 

the bottom and 90 mm high. It also had a grooved hanging device attached to it, and was 

inclined in the opposite direction to the wedge, i.e. with the vertical side facing the wedge.

Figure 10. The competent parts used in the models. a) The two indenting wedges with different inclinations, 

placed upside down. The hanging devices are indicated by arrows. The metal piece in the bottom of the 45° 
wedge (i.e. on the top of the wedge in the picture) is indicated by a star. The indenter to the left is inclined 60° 

and the indenter to the right is inclined 45°. b) The acrylic glass box with Model 3, placed in the wooden support 
box. The indenting wedge is positioned to the right in the box, and the metal cylinder and plasticine mix to the 

far right in the box.

For modelling the host rock, plasticine of four different colours was used. Yellow, white and 

pink plasticine were used without modification, and a brown plasticine was mixed with olic 

acid in order to reduce the viscosity. The plasticine was heated in a microwave and kneaded to 

a uniform consistency, put on a plastic bag sprayed with water to keep it from sticking to the 

table surface, and rolled out into rectangles. The thickness of the layers determines the 

resolution; the thinner the layers, the better the resolution. For the Test model, white and pink 

rectangles of plasticine with the dimensions 5 x 75 x 150 mm were used. For Model 1 and 2, 

the rectangles of plasticine had the dimensions 1 x 75 x 150 mm. The layers in Model 3 were 

1 x 75 mm, and since the layers were all inclined at 60°, the length of the layers was not 

measured. In Model 1, every second layer was yellow or brown, and the white layers were 

added randomly. Models 2 and 3 were also built up of alternating yellow, brown and white 

layers, but in these models all white layers were bounded by  brown layers in order to make it 

possible to distinguish the various layers in black-and-white images. The layers in the Test 
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model, Model 1 and Model 2 were placed horizontally. For Model 3 the layers were placed at 

an angle of 60°, with a plasticine wedge consisting of an orange mix of all the three colours at 

the back end of the model to facilitate the assembly (see Table 1 and Figs. 11a-h for 

elucidation). There is a low but significant viscosity contrast between the different plasticines 

used, which is felt when handled. The viscosity  is highest for the white plasticine, which is 

the plasticine with no colour pigments in it, and lowest for the brown plasticine, which is the 

one mixed with olic acid.

Table 1. Model setup with layer thicknesses, inclination of the indenting wedge, and model layer inclination.

Model Individual layer thickness 
(mm)

Wedge inclination Model layer inclination

Test 5 60° -
1 1 60° -
2 1 45° -
3 1 60° 60°

The front side of the Test model, Model 1 and Model 2 were cut at an angle mimicking that of 

the indenting wedge; the Test model and Model 1 at 60°, and Model 2 at 45°. Model 3 was 

not cut, as the layering was already parallel to the indenting wedge used in that model. The 

top surface of the Test  model, Model 1 and Model 2, and the surface facing the indenting 

wedge of Model 3, were imprinted with a passive marker represented by  a loose black print of 

squares and circles (Fig. 11). This print was obtained by  extracting a photocopy from a 

photocopier before the final printing stage fixed the toner to the paper (Dixon & Summers 

1985), or, as in this case, an overhead transparency (Treagus & Sokoutis 1992). For the print 

to be as visible as possible, the top most layer of all the models were of white plasticine. 

When placing the print on the surface of Model 1 the print got  smudged, and another layer of 

white plasticine was placed on top of the smudged layer and imprinted again.
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Figure 11. Models before centrifuging. a) Side view of the Test model. b) Top surface of the Test model. c) Side 
view of Model 1. d) Top surface of Model 1. e) Side view of Model 2. f) Top surface of Model 2. g) Side view of 

Model 3. h) Model 3 viewed obliquely from the side.
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The box was lined with overhead transparency to keep the wedges from scratching the sides 

of the box during centrifuging and to prevent the plasticine from sticking to the sides. The 

models were placed in a cold storage to facilitate smoothening of the sides of the models with 

a thin blade before the first run in the centrifuge. The indenting wedge was enveloped by thin, 

soft plastic to prevent the plasticine from sticking and placed facing the short side of the 

model that had been cut at  an angle. The wedge was pushed during centrifuging by a small, 

heavy  metal cylinder and plasticine mixed with iron powder put behind the wedges (Fig. 10b). 

In order to make the box fit  into the centrifuge, the acrylic glass box was first placed in a 

wooden support box (Fig. 10b). Before running the experiment, the sides of the plasticine 

model were trimmed, photographed and measured. The model was placed in the centrifuge 

with the indenting wedge facing upwards (Fig. 9).

3.2 Centrifuging

All the models were run in the large centrifuge (Fig. 9) at between 700 and 900 rpm, 

corresponding to c. 300-400 G, for a total of between 6 and 21 minutes. To balance the 

centrifuge while running it, a counter weight was placed in the centrifuge opposite to the 

model (Fig. 9). After each run, the model was weighed again, and a new counter weight was 

put together. The models were run until the short side furthest away from the indenting wedge 

had been deformed, showing that the deformation was penetrative.

The Test  model was made to test whether the model setup was reasonable. In the first try the 

indenting wedge lifted from the sides of the box, i.e. it  moved towards the center of the 

centrifuge. To prevent such movements, the setup was readjusted. A rubber band was pulled 

over the sides of the wedge and the box containing the soft part of the model (Fig. 10b), 

inhibiting the wedge from moving out of the box but still enabling it  to move into the 

plasticine (i.e. up when placed in the centrifuge, see Fig. 9). After this adjustment, the Test 

model was run again successfully.

During the first run of Model 3, the side of the model facing the wedge had started to sink and 

the length of the model had increased, implying that the model had started to collapse. To 

reduce further collapse, more weight was added behind the wedge. During the remainder of 

the centrifuging the model continued to collapse, but the length of the model was decreasing, 
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meaning that the shortening was more pervasive than the collapse. Because of this, the model 

was run despite the initial collapse.

3.3 Strain ratio and direction of strain

Using ImageJ, a software for image processing, the axes of the strain ellipses were measured 

in the photographs of the Test model, Model 1 and Model 2, and the obtained values were 

used to calculate the strain ratio. On photographs of the model surfaces the long axes of the 

ellipses were highlighted with solid black lines to show the direction of strain.

3.4 Scanning

Of the models only the surface of Model 3 was scanned before cutting, using a NextEngine 

3D Laser scanner and Surfer (Golden software). This model was chosen for scanning since 

the photographs did not visualize the surface topography in 3D satisfactory for the former 

models.

3.5 Cutting

In Model 1 and 2, a vertical section parallel to the shortening direction (Fig. 12) was cut about 

1 cm from the long side and photographed. The two parts of Model 1 were then reassembled 

in the model box, and centrifuged again. Model 2 was not run again after cutting. For all 

models, when the deformation was penetrative the experiment was stopped. One of the long 

sides of the box was removed, the model was measured and the amount of shortening was 

calculated, and the models were imaged. To enable cutting, the models were first placed in a 

cold storage. For all the models, about 1 mm thin vertical sections perpendicular to the 

shortening direction (Fig. 12) were cut from the side where the wedge had indented the 

model. These sections were cut until the end of the marks created by the wedge was reached. 

Thereafter, about 1 mm thin horizontal sections (Fig. 12) were taken until practically the 

whole model had been cut. After each new section a photograph was taken of the model.
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3.6 Modelling in 3D-Move

For a better visualization and to obtain a better picture of the results, Move (Midland Valley 

software) was used for modelling the structures formed in the centrifuge. Model 2 showed the 

most pronounced structures and was therefore chosen to be modelled in Move. By tracing 

layers on photographs, creating surfaces corresponding to the layers in the model and placing 

them at the right depth, a digital 3D model was created.

See Appendix A for more detailed description of the procedure.
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Figure 12. Orientation of the sections taken in the models.



4 Results

4.1 The four models

The results are presented individually for each model. The models were run at G ranging 

approximately between 300 and 400, and shortening ranging from 32.5 to 39.2% (Table 2). G 

(or more precisely RCF (Relative Centrifugal force, Xg)) is calculated as follows:

RCF = 11.18 x (N / 1000)2 x R

where N is speed (rpm, see Table 2) and R is the rotation radius (cm, see Fig. 9).

Table 2. Model setup with time and revolutions per minute (rpm) in the centrifuge, calculated G values, 

measured length and calculated shortening after each run. The final shortening in percent for each model is 
highlighted in bold.

Model t (min) rpm G length (cm) % shortening
Test - - - 12.5 -

8 700 273.91 11 12.5
13 800 357.76 8.4 32.8

1 - - - 12.3 -
8 800 357.76 9.1 26
4 900 452.79 8.3 32.5

2 - - - 10.8 -
4 800 357.76 8.1 25
2 810 366.76 7.1 34.3

3 - - - 12.5 -
2 800 357.76 13.4 negative 

(collapse)
10 800 357.76 8.3 33.6
5 900 452.79 7.6 39.2

In the description of the features observed in the sections, up and down refers to the 

orientation of the model when it has been taken out of the centrifuge and placed with the 

bottom down, i.e. comparable to up and down in nature. The end of a model refers to the short 

side furthest away from the wedge.
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4.1.1 Test model

After penetrative deformation was reached in the Test model at 32.8% shortening the 

experiment was stopped. The top surface of the model displays a change in topography, which 

is most  pronounced near the wedge and decrease towards the end of the model (Fig. 13a). 

There is a thin band of high strain close to the wedge, followed by  a plateau of lower strain, 

and then another band of higher strain further away from the wedge. The topographic features 

are slightly bent, roughly  following the shape of the wedge closest to where it indented, thus 

two crests are formed. Further away  from the wedge the folds open up to form a single fold 

and has only one crest (Figs. 13a-c). Many of the surface squares have changed into 

parallelograms and the circles into ellipses (Figs. 13b, c, Table 3). The direction of strain of 

the strain markers closest to the indenting wedge change from one side of a lens to the other, 

leading to a change three times along the short side of the model (Fig. 13b). Further away 

from the wedge the direction of strain changes once along the short side of the model (Fig. 

13b).

Figure 13. Top surface of the Test model after 32.8% shortening and penetrative deformation. a) Viewed from 

above, wedge indented from right. b) Close up of surface near where the wedge indented, with direction of strain 
indicated by black lines. The wedge indented from top in the picture. c) Close up of surface near where the 

wedge indented, with the numbers corresponding to those in Table 3.
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Table 3. Strain ratios for the Test model after 32.8% shortening and
penetrative deformation. The numbers correspond to those in Fig. 13c.

No. Ellipse strain ratio
1 1.22
2 1.12
3 1.09
4 1.11
5 1.05
6 -
7 1.11
8 -
9 1.31
10 1.32
11 1.19
12 1.11
13 -
14 1.10
15 -
16 1.67
17 1.53
18 1.40
19 1.48
20 1.41
21 1.28
22 -
23 1.45
24 -

The vertical sections of the Test model show an upwards vertical stretching corresponding to 

a stretching lineation between and at the tapering edges of the lenses (Figs. 14a, b). This 

stretching is strongest near the top of the model and decreases downward. The layers below 

the indenting wedge are thinned compared to their initial thickness, and the indented layers 

are thickened.
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Figure 14. Vertical sections perpendicular to shortening direction of the Test model after 32,8% shortening and 

penetrative deformation. Vertical stretching of the layers is seen between and at the tapering edges of the lenses. 
a) First vertical section. b) 11th vertical section.

The first horizontal section, 1 mm down, reveal only  the topmost layer, but enhance the 

bending of the topographic features (Fig. 15a). 7 mm down the non-cylindrical folds are also 

bending around the individual lenses (Fig. 15b). This feature is observed in all the horizontal 

sections cut from this model.

Figure 15. Horizontal sections of the Test model after 32,8% shortening and penetrative deformation. Wedge 

indented from left in the pictures. a) First horizontal section.  b) Seventh horizontal section. Arrow indicates non-
cylindrical fold.
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4.1.2 Model 1

The vertical cut of Model 1 taken parallel to the shortening direction (Fig. 12) after 26% 

shortening reveal open folds that appear as a positive change in topography, and a steeper 

inclination of the uppermost layers closest to the indenting wedge than of those at the bottom 

(Fig. 16a). At the end of the model the layers are down-folded in a monocline fashion, and a 

reverse fault  dipping in the opposite direction of the shortening direction is observed in the 

uppermost brown layer (Fig. 16a). After an additional run and a total of 32.5% shortening the 

deformation was penetrative and the experiment stopped. The topographic features closest to 

where the wedge indented are slightly  bent, roughly following the shape of the wedge and 

forming two crests, and open up to form only one crest further away from the wedge (Figs. 

16b-d). There is a high plateau of lower strain followed by a band of higher strain further 

away from the wedge (Figs. 16a, b). The majority  of the squares are turned into 

parallelograms and circles into ellipses (Figs. 16c, d, Table 4). The direction of strain of the 

strain markers closest to the indenting wedge change from one side of a lens to the other, but 

show no clear pattern further away from where the wedge indented (Fig. 16c). On the model 

surface a couple of fractures can be seen radiating from the wedge (on the right side in Figs. 

16c, d).
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Figure 16. a) Vertical section parallel to shortening direction of Model 1 after 26% 
shortening. Arrow indicates a reverse fault.  b) After 32.5% shortening and penetrative 

deformation, viewed oblique to the right from where the wedge indented. c) Close up of 
surface with direction of strain indicated by black lines.  The wedge indented from top in 

the picture. d) Same view as in c, with the numbers corresponding to those in Table 4.



No. Ellipse strain ratio
1 -
2 1.04
3 -
4 1.05
5 1.02
6 1.04
7 1.02
8 -
9 1.00
10 1.03
11 1.04
12 -
13 1.08
14 -
15 1.03
16 1.04

The vertical sections cut perpendicular to the shortening direction reveal upwards vertical 

stretching, i.e. stretching lineation, between and at the tapering edges of the lenses (Figs. 17a, 

b). This stretching is strongest near the top  of the model and decrease downwards. Thinning 

of the layers below the indenting wedge and thickening of the indented layers is observed 

(Fig. 17b), but is not as pronounced as in the Test model.

An asymmetric non-cylindrical fold, enveloping both the indenting lenses, is visible in the 

first horizontal section, at 1 mm depth in the model (Fig. 18a). Further away from the wedge 

(i.e. in the direction of shortening) another non-cylindrical fold has formed (Figs. 18b-d). A 

small scale m-fold is visible 15 mm down in a yellow layer (Fig. 18b), and a z-fold appear 

from 22 mm down and onwards in a yellow layer (upper left corner of Fig. 18c). The non-

cylindrical folds closest to the wedge follow the shape of the lenses, meaning that there are 

two crests formed. Further away from the indenting wedge the folds open up to form a single 

fold and has only one crest (Figs. 18b, c). At 44 mm, approximately a couple of mm from the 

bottom, the section shows only a faint asymmetry where the wedge indented, and an open, 

large scale non-cylindrical fold (Fig. 18d).
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Table 4. Strain ratios for Model 1 after 32,5% shortening and 
penetrative deformation. The numbers correspond to those in Fig. 16d.
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Figure 18. Horizontal sections of Model 1 after 32.5% shortening and penetrative deformation. The trace from 
the vertical section taken parallel to the shortening direction is visible at the bottom of each picture. Wedge 

indented from left in the pictures. a) First horizontal section. Star indicates non-cylindrical fold. b) 15th 
horizontal section. Arrow indicates m-fold. c) 24th horizontal section. Arrow indicates z-fold. d) 44th horizontal 

section.

Figure 17. Vertical sections perpendicular to shortening direction of Model 1 after 32.5% shortening and 
penetrative deformation. Vertical stretching of the layers is seen between and at the tapering edges of the lenses. 

To the right in each picture, the trace from the vertical section taken parallel to the shortening direction is 
visible. a) First vertical section. b) 18th vertical section.



4.1.3 Model 2

After 34.3% shortening of Model 2 the deformation was penetrative (Fig. 19a) and the 

experiment was stopped. The model was cut vertically, parallel to the shortening direction, 

just at  the tapering edge of one of the lenses about 1 cm in from the long side (Fig. 12). 

Visible in this section are the open folds that creates the change in topography (Fig. 19b). The 

inclination of the uppermost layers is steeper closest to the indenting wedge than at the 

bottom, and at the end of the model almost all layers are down-folded in a monocline fashion 

(to the right in Fig. 19b). The topographic features closest to the region where the wedge 

indented are slightly bent, roughly  following the shape of the wedge and forming two crests. 

Further away from the wedge the folds open up to form a single fold and has only  one crest 

(Figs. 19a, c, d). The top surface show a thin band of high strain near the region where the 

wedge indented, followed by  a plateau of lower strain, and succeeded by a thin band of higher 

strain again. The squares on the top surface are turned into parallelograms and circles into 

ellipses (Figs. 19c, d, Table 5). The strain markers show a change in direction of strain once 

from one side of the wedge to the other (Fig. 19c). On the model surface a couple of fractures 

were formed radiating from the wedge (to the right in Figs. 19c, d).

Vertical stretching, corresponding to stretching lineation, between and at the tapering edges of 

the lenses is observed in the vertical sections perpendicular to the shortening direction (Figs. 

20a, b), but not as pronounced as in Model 1. This stretching is strongest near the top of the 

model and decreases downward. The thickness of both the indented layers and the layers 

below the indenting wedge have remained unchanged.

Several non-cylindrical folds are visible already in the first horizontal section (Fig. 21a), of 

which the one closest to the wedge is refolded and shows a change in vergence between the 

lenses (Figs. 21a-c). On the side of this fold, further away from the wedge, is a very  tight 

syncline which is visible in the topmost white, brown and yellow layers (to the left in Figs. 

21a, b). This syncline continues at the other lens of the wedge, and is asymmetric but not 

following the shape of the lenses. A larger-scale non-cylindrical fold envelopes several 

smaller such folds (Fig. 21b). At 4 mm down in the model the asymmetry of the non-

cylindrical fold closest to the indenting wedge is visible between the lenses (Fig. 21b). This
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No. Ellipse strain ratio
1 1.20
2 1.26
3 1.34
4 1.17
5 1.35
6 1.10
7 1.17
8 1.11
9 1.19
10 1.22
11 1.12
12 1.00
13 1.01
14 1.01
15 1.13
16 1.10
17 1.03
18 1.26
19 1.13
20 1.21
21 1.22
22 1.17
23 1.05
24 1.09
25 1.13
26 1.20
27 1.08
28 1.09
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Table 5. Strain ratios for Model 2 after 34.3% shortening and penetrative 
deformation. The numbers correspond to those in Fig. 19d.



Figure 20. Vertical sections perpendicular to shortening direction of Model 2 after 34.3% shortening and 

penetrative deformation. Vertical stretching of the layers is seen between and at the tapering edges of the lenses. 
To the right in each picture, the trace from the vertical section taken parallel to the shortening direction is visible. 

a) First vertical section. b) 25th vertical section.
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Figure 19. Model 2 after 34.3% shortening and penetrative deformation. a) Model before cutting, viewed 
oblique to the right from where the wedge indented. b) Vertical section taken parallel to shortening direction. c) 

Close up of surface with direction of strain indicated by black lines. The wedge indented from top in the picture. 
d) Same view as in c, with the numbers corresponding to those in Table 5.



fold is in most of the sections one joint fold, but occasionally it breaks up into two 

asymmetric non-cylindrical folds (Fig. 21b). One section shows s- and z-folds at  one of the 

lenses (Fig. 21b), and further down in the model an s-fold is observed at  the same lens (Figs. 

21c, d). Several of the horizontal sections display  a small exposure of underlying layers 

indicating development of stretching lineation between the lenses (Fig. 21d).
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Figure 21. Horizontal sections of Model 2 after 34.3% shortening and penetrative deformation. The trace from 
the vertical section taken parallel to the shortening direction is visible at the bottom of each picture. The wedge 

indented from left in the pictures.  a) First horizontal section. Right arrow indicates refolded, asymmetric, non-
cylindrical fold,  and left arrow indicates asymmetric, tight syncline. b) Fourth horizontal section. Double-arrows 

indicate the two small refolded non-cylindrical folds that in the other figures of Fig.  21 are one joint fold. s- and 
z-folds are encircled. Lower arrow indicates larger scale non-cylindrical fold. c) Tenth horizontal section. Upper 

arrow indicates double verging, non-cylindrical fold and lower arrow indicates an s-fold.  d) 16th horizontal 
section. Arrow indicates stretching lineation.



The digitalization of Model 2 in Move clarifies how the larger scale structures changes with 

depth, with the structures being steeper closer to the surface and becoming successively  flatter 

further down (Figs. 22a-c). The stretching between the lenses, visible in vertical sections 

(Figs. 20a, b and 21f), is also visible in the Move model (Figs. 22a-c).

Figure 22. Model 2 digitalized in 3D Move. A multilayer model is shown to the left, illustrating how the larger 
scale structures changes with depth and becomes flatter further down in the model. The different colours 

correspond to different plasticine layers.  A single layer of the model is shown to the right, corresponding to 
plasticine layer number nine from the top. The two concave structures in the model are where the lenses on the 

wedge indented. Between the lenses the layers are stretched, which is best seen in the single layer as the small 
bulge between where the lenses indented. a) Viewed obliquely to the right from where the wedge indented.  b) 

Viewed obliquely to the right from where the wedge indented. c) Viewed in direction of shortening, from the 
short side where the wedge indented.
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4.1.4 Model 3

After 39.2% shortening the deformation in Model 3 was penetrative and the experiment was 

stopped. Before cutting the model, a NextEngine 3D Laser scanner was used to scan the 

surface of the model to highlight its 3D-shape. The scanned surface in shaded mode enable 

better 3D-view of the model surface topography (Fig. 23). The top  surface of the model 

displays a change in topography. The topographic features closest to the wedge are slightly 

bent, roughly following the shape of the wedge and forming two crests, and further away 

from the wedge the folds form one crest (Figs. 24a, b). At the bottom of the model, a zone of 

strong deformation is observed (Fig. 24b).
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Figure 23.  The scanned surface of Model 3 in shaded mode 
after 39.2% shortening and penetrative deformation, before 

cutting, displays the elevated topography of the model surface. 
The grid in the background enhances the 3D view.

Figure 24. Model 3 after 39.2% shortening and penetrative deformation. On the scale bar, 43.3% shortening is 
the amount of shortening calculated with the length after collapse. a) Model viewed oblique to the right from 

where the wedge indented. Right arrow indicates folds with two crests, and left arrow indicates folds with one 
crest. b) Model viewed from long side, with zone of high deformation visible at the bottom. Wedge indented 

from left in the picture.



The strain markers facing the indenting wedge are deformed but they were smudged during 

indention of the wedge and their shape obscured (Fig. 25a), therefore their axes were not 

measured. The vertical sections cut perpendicular to the shortening direction reveals an 

upwards vertical stretching between and at the tapering edges of the lenses, and boudinage of 

the white layers (Figs. 25a, b). At the outermost tapering edges of the lenses, the layers have 

deformed due to side effects from the indenter, including folding of the layers at the outermost 

tapering edges of the lenses (Fig. 25a). The layers have thinned at the very  end of the lenses, 

and thickened between the lenses (Fig. 25b). The layers closest to the wedge forms two crests, 

while the layers further down forms one (Fig. 25b). At the bottom of the model, a double 

verging fold has formed (Fig. 25b).

Figure 25. Vertical sections perpendicular to shortening direction of Model 3 after 39.2% shortening and 

penetrative deformation. On the scale bar,  43.3% shortening is the amount of shortening calculated with the 
length after collapse. Vertical stretching of the layers is seen between and at the tapering edges of the lenses. a) 

First vertical section, showing side effects,  including folding of layers at the outermost tapering edges of the 
lenses. b) 13th vertical section, showing boudinage of the white layers, double verging fold indicated by arrow, 

and differently thinned and thickened portions of the model. The crests are shown as downwarping layers below 
the white layer with strain markers.

Model 3 exhibits the least  pronounced structures in horizontal section of all models. A slight 

bend of the layers around the indenting lenses is visible, from the first  horizontal section to 

the last (Figs. 26a, b). Two folds have formed around the lenses in the layers closest to the 

indenting wedge, unlike the layers further away from the wedge which display only one fold 

each. Through the whole model boudins have formed almost exclusively in the white layers, 

with a more frequent distribution of boudinage closer to the wedge (Fig. 26b). These boudins 

are asymmetric, but show no clear vergence pattern.
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Figure 26. Horizontal sections of Model 3 after 39.2% shortening and penetrative deformation. On the scale bar, 

43.3% shortening is the amount of shortening calculated with the length after collapse. Wedge indented from left 
in the pictures. a) First horizontal section. b) 21st horizontal section, showing two folds close to the wedge an a 

single fold further away.
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5 Discussion

5.1 Similarities and differences between the models

The indenting wedge deformed the plasticine layers in a heterogeneous manner where more 

deformation was accommodated between the lenses. Non-cylindrical folds developed in front 

of the indenting wedge in all four models, both as smaller scale folds near the indenting 

wedge and as larger scale and more open folds further away. Fold interference, with non-

cylindrical folds as the first fold generation, is visible in horizontal section in Model 1 and 2 

(Figs. 18 and 21). The non-cylindrical folds closest to the wedge in Model 2 show a change in 

vergence along strike (Figs. 21a-d). Small scale m- and z-folds are observed in horizontal 

sections in Model 1 (Figs. 18b, c), and s-and z-folds in Model 2 (Figs. 21b-d). Vertical 

stretching lineation is visible in the vertical sections cut perpendicular to the shortening 

direction in all four models, and also in the horizontal sections in Model 2 (Figs. 14, 17, 20 

and 21d). The arcuate folds that are visible at the surface and in the horizontal sections in all 

models (Figs. 13, 16, 18, 19 and 24) follow the results from analogue experiments 

investigating the behaviour of a soft  material when being indented by one or more rigid 

indenters. In these experiments the material folded following the approximate shape of the 

indenters, and further away from the indenter the folds opened up  to one joint fold 

(Chamberlin & Shepard 1923). The arcuate folds and the position of the asymmetric and 

refolded folds show that the effect of the wedge geometry is only reflected in the structures 

that form at the immediate contact with the wedge.

One of the initial differences in setup between the four models was the inclination of the 

indenting wedge. Comparing Model 1 and Model 2, the wedge in Model 1 had a higher 

inclination (60°), which led to more pronounced lineation in the vertical sections 

perpendicular to shortening direction. The wedge in Model 2 on the other hand was less 

inclined (45°), resulting in more enhanced lineation in the horizontal sections, together with a 

higher occurrence of asymmetric and non-cylindrical folds.

For Model 1 and 2, the vertical sections cut parallel to the shortening direction were sliced at 

different stages of the centrifugation (Figs. 16a and 19b). The section in Model 1 was cut 

before the last run in the centrifuge, at 26% shortening, whereas the section in Model 2 was 
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cut after the last run, at 34.3% shortening. Observed in the horizontal sections, Model 1 

displays a larger difference between the two outermost sides of the lenses than Model 2 does, 

which could possibly be attributed to the different modelling procedure. These two vertical 

sections cut parallel to the shortening direction obscured the view of the non-cylindrical folds 

and asymmetric folds on the side of the models where the sections were taken, but the models 

could still be interpreted and the structures analyzed as the other side was left uncut (Figs. 18 

and 21).

Another difference in setup between the models was the inclination of the plasticine layers, 

which did not affect how the structures formed but rather how they appear. The Test model, 

Model 1 and Model 2 were assembled with horizontal layers to act as markers. Model 3 was 

assembled with layering with an inclination of 60°, parallel to the indenting wedge, 

simulating the foliation of the rocks in Grängesberg. A larger shearing component at the 

bottom of the model was visualized by this inclined layering and the fold with opposite 

vergence that  is visible in the lowermost part of the vertical sections (Figs. 24b and 25b), 

which formed in response to the drag between the plasticine and the bottom of the box.

The thickness of the plasticine layers is another difference between the models, with five 

times thicker layers in the Test model, giving a lower resolution than the other models. This 

lower resolution resulted in seemingly less pronounced structures, but of essentially the same 

character as in the other models, and it seems to have had a higher impact  on the structures 

viewed in horizontal sections than on the vertical ones. In the low resolution Test model only 

one non-cylindrical fold was observed in the horizontal sections, but the upwards stretching of 

the layers is distinguishable in all vertical sections (Figs. 14, 15, 17, 20 and 25). The high 

resolution models were essential in order to illustrate the structures viewed in the horizontal 

sections, in particular the structures displaying asymmetry.

There is a low but significant viscosity contrast between the different plasticines used, which 

is highest for the white and lowest for the brown plasticine, with the pink and yellow 

somewhere in between these two extremes. The higher viscosity of the white plasticine 

resulted in fractures at the surfaces of Model 1 and Model 2, radiating out from where the 

wedge indented (Figs. 16c, d, and 19c, d). The higher viscosity  of the white layer also caused 

boudinage to form in Model 3, where the plasticine layers lay  parallel to the indenting wedge 
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(Fig. 26b). The plastic behaviour of plasticine made it neck before rupturing, and the 

boudinage of the white layers confirms the crude, relative sense of touch viscosity 

determination. This viscosity determination indicated that the white layers are more 

competent than the brown layers that flowed down to fill the spaces between the white 

boudins (Ramberg 1955).

5.2 Asymmetric folds and vergence

It has been shown that there is a systematic asymmetry in the form of minor z-, m- and s-folds 

developing in the vicinity of larger scale folds, in layers that are inclined to the principal 

direction of the bulk strain, and in ductile shear zones (Hudleston & Lan 1993). Flow and fold 

patterns around stiff inclusions are complex, and local deformation regimes can develop at 

different parts of inclusions, with prolate strain at the tapering edges of lenses and oblate 

strain at the lens crests (Marques & Cobbold 1995). Fold asymmetry can be a function of the 

rheology, initial orientation of the folded surface, overprinting of earlier folds, progressive 

strain in shear zones, initial irregularities inherited by later local asymmetry, or reversals in 

apparent sense of shear as a result of large strains and 3D effects (Hudleston & Lan 1993; 

Carreras et al. 2005; Hudleston & Treagus 2010). Formation of folds with opposite vergence 

around boudins or lenses can be a consequence of compression or extension (Harris et al. 

2002 and references therein). In an extensional regime, the competent layer develop  necks, 

and open folds starts to form in the nearby  layers. In front of the boudins or lenses the flow 

rate is varying, and foliation may  curve. With continued extension and the formation of 

synthetic shear bands, the boudins/lenses back-rotate, creating folds with vergence opposite to 

the bulk sense of shear. With progressive rotation, antithetical shear bands may  form, leading 

to forward rotation of the boudins/lenses and folds with the same vergence as the bulk sense 

of shear (Harris et al. 2002). Competent lenses could also control where non-cylindrical folds 

form, and the location of non-cylindrical folds could in turn be responsible for along-strike 

vergence reversals of minor folds (Alsop & Holdsworth 1999). When comparing with 

systematic parasitic folding, the s-folds in Model 2 lie on the expected side of the lens viewed 

down plunge (i.e. viewed towards the wedge) (Figs. 21b-d), corresponding to the shape of the 

small scale folds in the tectonic model of Grängesberg (Fig. 4). In Model 1, the z-folds seems 

to have formed on the side of the lens where conventionally an s-fold would form (Fig. 18c). 

For the non-cylindrical fold closest to the wedge, the hinges lies at the outermost edges of the 
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lenses (the m-fold in Fig. 18b). This means that the z-folds are in fact  positioned in the left 

limb of that non-cylidrical fold, i.e. on the expected side (Alsop & Holdsworth 2004), and the 

vergence of the fold has also been affected by the shape of the indenting wedge.

Throughout the sectioning of Model 2, the two smaller non-cylindrical folds in the refolded 

non-cylindrical fold, in some sections merging into one joined non-cylindrical fold, show 

opposite vergence (Figs. 21a-c). This indicates a local deformation regime at the lenses, with 

prolate strain at the tapering edges of lenses and oblate strain at the lens crests (Fig. 4, 

Marques & Cobbold 1995). The surface fractures on Model 2 are located at the same side as 

the asymmetric non-cylindrical folds (Figs. 21a-c), which indicates a higher or faster 

deformation on that side of the model, formed by  unknown asymmetric conditions during 

model deformation. The direction of strain was ambiguous as shown by the passive markers 

on the surfaces of Models 1 and 2 (Figs. 13, 16 and 19). Most, but not all, of the strain 

markers close to the wedge showed a change in direction of strain comparable to that  of the 

vergence of the refolded non-cylindrical folds (Figs. 13, 16 and 19). In several cases, the 

strain patterns were also hard to investigate related to difficulties in applying a perfect strain 

pattern on the models, crazing of the surface after centrifuging, and that  photographs of the 

strain pattern were not from a completely flat surface. Despite these problems, a higher strain 

ratio was recorded on the sides of the indenting wedge. This could be caused by the wedge 

that was less wide than the box it was placed in, which created a larger flow at the sides than 

in the middle between the lenses. The overall strain ratio is largest in the Test  model, smaller 

in Model 2 and smallest in Model 1, corresponding to differences in the layer thickness. The 

strain variation is uncorrelated to both the inclination angle of the indenting wedges and to the 

amounts of shortening.

5.3 Modelling in Move software

The digital Move version of Model 2 emphasizes how the larger scale structures change with 

depth (Figs. 22 and 27a, b). This difference in inclination of the layers was less obvious when 

investigating the sections taken in the analogue model, since it is difficult to trace individual 

plasticine layers. The Move model shows that the structures close to the indenting wedge are 

steeper near the surface and becoming flatter further down. The difference in inclination of 

the structures are most likely an effect  of kinetic variations. The material in the lower parts of 
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the model is loaded by plasticine and therefore least energy is required for movements in the 

horizontal plane, whereas for the material at the top it is favourable to move vertically.

Figure 27. The Move model and Model 2 after 34.3% shortening and penetrative deformation, showing higher 

inclination of the layers near the surface and lower inclination of the layers at the bottom of the model.  The 
different colours in the Move model corresponds to different plasticine layers. a) Viewed in direction of 

shortening, from the short side where the wedge indented. The two concave structures in the model is where the 
lenses on the wedge indented. b) Viewed obliquely to the right from where the wedge indented. The two concave 

structures to the left in the model is where the lenses on the wedge indented.

5.4 Improvements of the methods

The results from the analogue modelling matches rather well with those observed in the field, 

but a different initial setup  or handling of the model after running in the centrifuge could 

improve the results. Thinner layers would give a higher resolution. However, rolling out 

layers thinner than 1 mm is difficult and very  time consuming, but would most likely result in 

more and/or more distinct small scale asymmetric folds.

Rather than tracing lines in photographs in Move, computed tomodensitometry/tomography 

(CT) scanning can be utilized to enhance results obtained from analogue modelling. For CT 
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scanning, some of the clay surfaces are powdered with a ”glow in the dark” powder before 

assembly  of the model. This allows the model to be scanned throughout the whole 

deformation, visualizing the progressive stages of deformation, i.e. in 4D (see e.g. Harris et al. 

2012; Yakymchuk et al. 2012). CT scanning has the advantage of being non-destructive, as it 

is unnecessary to cut the model. The models in the present study were cut in two or three 

directions to reveal the structures that had formed. Since all information on topography  was 

visible from the top surface and information on folds were visible in horizontal sections, the 

vertical sections parallel to the shortening direction did not give much additional information. 

Using CT scanning, it would not be necessary to cut the models at all.

The impact of drag at the bottom in vertical sections of Model 3 is obvious (Figs. 24 and 25). 

To reduce this drag, the sides and bottom of the model box could have been lubricated with 

liquid soap or oil (Sengupta et al. 2005). Another solution, resulting in a practically 

frictionless model base but also in a hazardous and untidy  work environment, is to use 

mercury for the model to float on (Ghosh & Ramberg 1968).

The competent bodies in Grängesberg are separate bodies that probably moved during 

deformation, and they  were represented by a single and stiff wedge of acrylic glass. A 

different and more accurate model setup  would be to place individual moveable plexiglass 

lenses attached to a stick, allowing the plasticine to flow freely  on both sides of the lenses. 

This setup would give a model that would  better mirror the structural patterns observed in the 

field. However, the force exceeded upon the stick and lenses would most likely break the 

model, and this setup was therefore rejected. Another more accurate setup would be to have a 

competent layer that could deform when indented, thus imitating the formation of the lens 

shaped ore bodies.

The measured strain ratio is only  valid for the model surfaces as they are heterogeneously 

strained. The ellipses measured are too few to give a reliable result (see e.g. Borradaile 1984), 

but can nonetheless be used as an indicator of the strain the model has experienced. A larger 

number of strain markers would give a better result. This could be obtained by applying 

smaller markers, which are harder to measure, or to make the models larger which would 

require a larger centrifuge.
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5.5 Comparison between the models and the D2 structures in Grängesberg

The competence contrast between the ore bodies, the granitoid and the host rocks, combined 

with reverse movements on a larger scale during D2 emplacing the granitoid on top of the ore 

bodies, are proposed to have had a large influence on the localization of shear and sites of 

stretching (Nilsson et al. 2012; Högdahl et al. 2013). The present study strengthens this 

hypothesis. All of the structures described from the area around the Grängesberg ore body, 

except foliation, were produced by shortening. Although the models produced the observed 

structures in the field, it is important to bear in mind that they only show one possible process 

for these to form. It is worth noting that the thrust of the granitoid on top of the ore (Högdahl 

et al. 2013) was not modelled, only  the pressure that the granitoid exerted on the ore bodies. 

In the models the competent lenses were stationary. In contrast, the ore lenses in Grängesberg 

were most likely  formed during D2 and moved while subject  to deformation, which could 

have had an effect on the formation of structures near or around them. The other competent 

bodies in the area, the granitoid and the granitic gneiss (Figs. 3 and 4) were not modelled, but 

have most likely affected the structures formed. Additionally, considering that the analogue 

models were not  scaled and only the competence contrast was taken into account, it is hard to 

say how far from the indenting wedge the structures can be said to represent what is seen in 

Grängesberg. Out of the two wedges used, the more steeply inclined wedge (60°) closer 

imitates the moderate to steep dip of the ore lense (50-80°, Hallberg et al. 2012; K. Högdahl 

pers. comm. 2013). The use of this wedge resulted in formation of fewer non-cylindrical folds 

which may suggest that non-cylindrical folds are less common in Grängesberg than the results 

of primarily Model 2 gives the impression of.

The possible fold interference patterns in Grängesberg that have been observed in the field 

(Fig. 7) (pers. comm. Karin Högdahl & Katarina Persson Nilsson, spring 2013) were also 

produced in the analogue models. In these models, the first fold generation is non-cylindrical 

folds, refolded to form fish-hook like features. The fold interference in Grängesberg is 

suggested to have formed by continuous convergence, where D1 transitions into D2 (Nilsson 

et al. 2012; Högdahl et al. 2013). Similar scenarios have been modelled (see e.g. Ghosh & 

Sengupta 1987; Forbes et al. 2004), where asymmetric folds, fold interference and refolded 

sheath folds formed in single progressive deformation events. The present models show that 

one deformation phase is sufficient to produce fold-interference like structures.
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The ore lenses in Grängesberg are asymmetric, which could have influenced the formation 

and character of minor folds. It  is unknown whether the ore lenses formed before or during 

thrusting of the granitoid, and what influence this had on the vergence of the folds. The lenses 

are narrow, semi-coherent and separated by zones of sköl, and it  is thus possible that they 

themselves accomodated part of the D2 strain and that they  originally were much wider 

(Högdahl et al. 2013). These scenarios have not been taken into account in the models, but 

could have had an effect on the deformation pattern. The boudinage of the white layers in 

Model 3 could possibly  be comparable to the suggested formation scenario for the ore lenses 

in Grängesberg, where the thrusting of the granitoid over a competent ore layer would result 

in boudinage of the ore (Nilsson et al. 2012).

When comparing the structures in Grängesberg (Fig. 3), the tectonic model (Fig. 4) and the 

analogue models, it is obvious that the analogue models differ in that the wedge simulated 

both the granitoid and the ore lenses, and only applied a horizontal shortening. This setup 

implies that the deformation patterns are only produced on the far side of the lenses, i.e. in the 

footwall of the ore. Nevertheless, the structures produced strongly  resemble the key D2-

structures in Grängesberg, i.e. stretching lineation at the tapering edges of the lenses and 

asymmetric folds that show opposite vergence along strike. These model results thus show 

that the localization of both prolate and oblate strain are closely related to the competence 

contrast between the various rock types in addition to the shape of the competent bodies, and 

that the structures in Grängesberg could have formed in a similar stress regime.
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6 Conclusions

The models simulating an irregular indenter deforming less competent rocks show that  all of 

the structures described from the area around the Grängesberg ore body, except foliation, were 

reproducible. Stretching lineation formed at the tapering edges of the lenses in the analogue 

models, and are observed at the tapering edges of competent bodies in Grängesberg. 

Asymmetric non-cylindrical folds that change vergence along strike formed at the lenses in 

the models, and in Grängesberg asymmetric folds that change vergence along strike are found 

at the boundaries of competent bodies. Refolded non-cylindrical folds displaying a fish-hook 

like fold interference pattern formed in the models, showing that one phase of deformation is 

sufficient to produce this kind of fold-interference like structures. The strain markers on the 

surface of the models show an overall change in direction of strain along strike and a higher 

strain ratio on the sides of the wedge. Boudinage of one of the plastilina layers could be 

comparable to the possible formation of the lens shape of the ore bodies in Grängesberg.

The models indicate a local deformation regime at the competent lenses, with prolate strain at 

the tapering edges of lenses and oblate strain at the lens crests. The results thus show that the 

competence contrast between the competent ore bodies and the less competent host rocks 

strongly influenced the localization of shear and sites of stretching in the area.
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Appendix A Modelling in Move (Midland Valley Software)

The digital model using Move was performed in the following way:

• Photographs of the horizontal sections of Model 2 were imported in the program. 

Each section was given a negative height in order to place it at a level 

corresponding to the removed material.

• The part of the model where the vertical cut parallel to the shortening direction had 

been taken was deleted from the model as it obscured the view of the features.

• The layers were traced to approximately half of the model, which was as far as the 

indenting wedge had had any asymmetric effect on the layers.

• The different coloured layers were traced with the line tool, given a height the same 

as the section from which it was traced and the property "contour", and names 

corresponding to the initial side of the layer, i.e. top or bottom.

• The lines were resampled to get a higher resolution and used to create surfaces for 

each side of the layers (top and bottom). Surfaces were created using Delaunay 

Triangulation, and the triangles making up the surface were resampled two times.
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